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 Beetle Crazy is a racing game for the Xbox 360 in which the player assumes the role of a student that has accidentally tapped
into a mysterious secret research lab. The player is tasked with keeping the research facility open long enough to study and
understand the secret of the beetle and its role in the human race. Upon examining the beetles, the player finds that they are

filled with life energy from the human race, and as such, the player is charged with helping the beetles revive humanity.
Following the Xbox 360 launch in 2001, Infogrames released Beetle Crazy as an Xbox game in Europe on October 9, 2001. The

game was met with mostly negative reception from critics, and was a commercial failure, with only 50,000 copies shipped to
retailers worldwide. The title was later released in North America under the name Beetle Buggin' in August 2002. Gameplay
Beetle Crazy is a racing game where the player assumes the role of a student that accidentally taps into a mysterious secret

research facility. The player is tasked with keeping the research facility open long enough to study and understand the secret of
the beetle and its role in the human race. Upon examining the beetles, the player finds that they are filled with life energy from
the human race, and as such, the player is charged with helping the beetles revive humanity. The player controls a beetle, that

can be driven in several ways. The player can either steer the vehicle with an analog stick, or use a steering wheel. While
driving, the player can view the surroundings with a detailed view mode which shows the roads, the player's opponents and the
race leaders. The cars that the player encounters can be directed with the left and right shoulder buttons. The player can also
control the power and speed of the vehicle with a combination of the left analog stick, the left and right buttons and the drive
and brake buttons. The game also features a choice of three racing modes to play in: Exhibition, the single-player story mode;

Time Trial, a practice mode where the player can select a map and race against the clock in order to complete it; and
Tournament, a multiplayer mode. Development Beetle Crazy was developed by French video game developer Xpiral, and was
published by Infogrames for Microsoft XBox in Europe and North America. The game was released on October 9, 2001, only

three weeks after the Xbox 360 console was launched in North America. Reception Beetle 82157476af
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